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Operation Storm 

The Evil Agenda 

T he plan from the Cabal is brilliant, but is beginning to lose its footing and 
become very difficult to implement as we become more and more people 
seeing through it and acting. ❤  


How can we control and ultimately eliminate all people on the entire planet in a 
way that is difficult to see and question?


- A virus. 
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It’s easier to fool a man than to convince him that he’s been fooled. -Mark Twain.
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How do we best support the process? 


- By bribing/threatening/eliminating all our contacts and positions within all 
crucial decision-making bodies as well as all media. We know that people in 
a panic will turn to us for a solution, so we don't have to prove that the virus 
exists, but they will do it for us through a test we provide. (The inventor of 
the test was eliminated in the fall of 2019.) 


How do we create contradictions? 


- Those people who, in their fear, want to protect themselves, will see all other 
people as a threat to their survival. They will want to help report this threat, 
and can do so through various government agencies that we provide. 


    In this way, with people's permission, we can imprison and kill other people               
    who for us pose a problem. A win-win situation. 


How do we keep the process going in the best way? 


- By using our tests in such a way that they become proof that the threat 
exists. Hence we can control its ups and downs and thus slowly break 
people down so that their only choice is to do as we say or lose their 
freedom altogether. 


How do we get total control? 


- People in a panic will initially agree to anything. After that, we already have 
well-functioning strategies and collaborations when it comes to additional 
protection, and these are, among other things, our vaccines that we provide 
and that we can distribute worldwide today. Once people agree to receive 
these, shall we say new modified vaccines, then the path to total control is 
guaranteed.
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